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Give your business  
the edge 
With smarter cloud accounting software 
Ideal for fast-growing and group companies



Bridging the gap between  
entry-level and ERP systems
AccountsIQ is one platform for all your accounting, consolidation and 
business intelligence, delivered on our innovative, secure cloud technology.  
With innovative accounting automation tools, it will help you complete tasks 
with ease and deliver accurate insights right across your organisation. 

  All of this from one application and in real-time.  

AccountsIQ’s integrated, cloud-based accounting  
platform is ideal for mid-market companies
See how AccountsIQ’s scalable cloud accounting software gives forward-
thinking finance teams the systems and data to inform evidence-based 
decisions across their organisation.

 
Automate all data capture 
Using our Accounts Payable automation 
and brand new (AP inbox), you can 
automate your data entry to digitise the 
bookkeeping process and scan your 
receipts and documents

 
Automate reconciliation 
With live bank feeds built in, you can  
automate and reconcile bank transactions 
every day, keeping your numbers 
up-to-date.

 
Consolidate group accounts 
Our consolidation feature removes 
the need for tedious workarounds and 
spreadsheets and offers consolidation 
and reporting with a few clicks.

 
Collaborate more easily 
Our cloud platform and mobile app 
make it easier to share numbers, review 
budgets and grant approvals – all through 
one collaborative accounting system. 
  

 
Integrate with other systems
Our application programming interface 
(API for accounting) takes the hassle 
out of sharing data, allowing instant 
integrations with other solutions.

 
Provide tailored reporting 
Our reporting features enable advanced 
analytics, consolidated reporting, custom 
dashboard and drilled down business 
intelligence (BI).

 

There’s a huge choice of accounting systems 
on the market. Starter cloud platforms, 
such as Xero and QuickBooks, can meet the 
straightforward finance needs of freelancers 
and startups. Corporate level systems, such as 
NetSuite, are hugely powerful but come with  
a price tag and project complexity to match 

that excludes most ambitious and growing 
SMEs.

If your business falls between these two 
extremes, or you’re looking to move away 
from a legacy system, AccountsIQ’s core 
financials address the gap.
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Join the cloud  
accounting revolution
AccountsIQ has been a game-changer for 4,000 companies across the globe. 
We’re aimed at mid-size companies and we specialise in helping fast-growing 
and group companies in sectors such as financial services, private equity, 
renewable energy, technology and not-for-profit. 

The continuous consolidation engine at the 
heart of AccountsIQ is really slick. It enables 
even the most complex of organisations to 
keep track of all their entities in real-time, and 
all in one place.  This gives finance teams all 
the information and functionality they need 
to capture, analyse, distribute for approval, 
review and make payment.

Ideal for investment 
companies and 
multicurrency accounting
Wealth Managers and Private Equity groups 
also find AccountsIQ ideal for managing 
the accounting needs of diverse portfolios 
spanning property, Joint Ventures and SPVs. 
With AccountsIQ, they have a single, flexible 
platform to manage their investee companies, 
from start-up through scale-up to mature entity 
and exit strategy. With consistent reporting 
and continuous consolidation, fund managers, 
clients and partners can have confidence in the 
valuation of the investments they are monitoring.

Grown-up accounting for 
fast-growing businesses 

AccountsIQ offers a robust accounting 
solution that quickly adapts and scales 
to the changing needs of fast-growing 
businesses. If you have ambitious 
growth plans and envisage the need 
to add new entities, perhaps in 
international markets, AccountsIQ can 
meet your needs, now and in the future.

I looked at Sage and Xero, but they  didn’t 
have the functionality we needed to flow 
with our CRM system. I also looked at 
ERP solutions, but they came with a hefty 
price-tag. AccountsIQ gives enhanced 
functionality at a good price and it’s 
quicker and easier to implement and 
manage than an ERP.”

Alastair Manson, FD, 
Tindle Newspapers

Trusted by leaders in the 
world’s most innovative 
companies
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I was looking for a Xero equivalent 
but more turbo-charged in its 
ability to do consolidation, meet 
the requirements of multiple 
jurisdictions, and handle foreign 
exchange.  AccountsIQ seems to 
tick more boxes than other systems 
designed for businesses like ours.”

Apera Asset Management gets “turbo-charged”  
accounting from AccountsIQ

Solving the accounting needs of a multi-
entity, international business, Rob Shaw, 
CFO of Apera Asset Management chose 
to move from Xero to AccountsIQ when 
consolidation became too cumbersome 
and international jurisdiction 
requirements became too complex.

“Xero worked really well for us for two 
years when we needed simple, single entity 
accounting, but it made international 
accounting difficult.  We didn’t have a 

need for an Oracle-like system but we had 
to address multi-jurisdictional needs. 
AccountsIQ’s consolidation software means 
there is no fiddling around in spreadsheets 
trying to get things to tie.  Working in Excel 
was not sustainable; before AccountsIQ, 
we had instances where we were struggling 
to get these reports right, sometimes until 
2 am.” — Rob Shaw, CFO of Apera Asset 
Management

Customer Success  
is in our DNA 
We want you to have the smartest 
accounting software to meet your 
needs. And, we’re committed to 
ensuring that all our customers have 
the best possible experience using 
our product. 

Our professional onboarding consultants 
will work with your finance team to get you 
up and running quickly. Our implementation 
service includes full, flexible training to meet 
your needs. Customers can also use our on-
demand e-learning platform, AIQ Academy, 
with over 100 video-based modules when 
they need to learn about new features. 

Just having one person at AccountsIQ 
dedicated to the onboarding process was 
absolutely amazing. She helped with all my 
questions, spent hours with me discussing 
and resolving issues. She’s still there to 
answer any questions today.”

Patrycja Breisa 
Management Accountant,  
PRP Architects

Awards and accreditations
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Discover why forward-
thinking finance functions 
are moving to AccountsIQ

www.accountsiq.com
sales@accountsiq.com
UK  +44 (0)203 598 7350
IRL  + 353 (1) 707 44 90

Follow us
@accountsiq
@accountsiq
@AccountsIQ

Endorsed by accountancy practices

https://www.linkedin.com/company/accountsiq/
https://www.facebook.com/accountsiq/
https://twitter.com/AccountsIQ

